Highlights of Section 5:
See stunning views of Lake Huron from the Spanish Municipal Marina lookout. Connect to the Voyageur Hiking Trail. Follow the picturesque shores of the Spanish River, view the magnificent Chutes within Chutes Provincial Park, or take in the rugged LaCloche Mountains. You'll find excellent cuisine at family owned restaurants and extensive local history at the Massey Area Museum.

Trail Runs Along:
Quiet rural roads, including some sections of gravel with a 6km stretch along Highway 17.

Length: 50km

Spanish to Massey Maps:
Map 10: Spanish
Map 10A: Spanish
Map 11: Massey
Map 11A: Massey

*Some sections of the Lake Huron North Channel use paved shoulders on Highway 17, a Provincial highway posted at 90 km/h with high traffic volumes including consistent truck traffic.